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A NOTE 
BASED 

ON LOOK-BACK OPTIONS 
ON ORDER STATISTICS 

RYOZO MlURA 

Abstract 

Average options and minimum (or maximum) options are well-known look-back 
options. In this paper we define new look-back options which use the order statistics of 

the stock prices for the exercise prices and/or for the underlying variables of the options. 

The probability distributions of the order statistics which are required for pricing are 

obtained here. Though we have not yet reached the pricing formula of these options, 
we are close to it. What is left to be done for pricing will be pointed out. 

I. Introduction 

Average options and minimum (or maximum) options are the well-known look-back 
options. They are also called path-dependent options (or contingent claims) while the 

ordinary options are cal]ed path-independent since they depends only on the price of the 

underlying asset at the time of maturity. In defining a look-back option, any statistic 

which is a function of the prices or a functional of the price path of the underlying asset 

can be used. Arithmetic average, geometric average, maximum and minimum are the simple 

statistics, and they are already used. 

For the European average options, there are several studies in the literature including 

Bergman [1], Kemna and Vorst [6], Kunitomo and Takahashi [7] and Tumbull and Wake-

man [9]･ They determined the probability distribution of the geometric average of the 
prices when the underlying asset price follows the log-normal distributilon, and the closed 

form for the option prices were obtained. However, the closed form pricing formula for 

the arithmetic average options do not seem to be derived yet except for a special case in 

B~rgman [1]. The approximated pricing formula and the algorithms for them are quite well 

studied. The diffiiculty seems to be in deriving the exact distribution function ofthe average 

price. 

For -the European minimum (or maxiplum) options, Goldman et al. [3] defined and 
derived the closed form pricing formula. The exact distribution of the maximum and the 

minimum of the prices-path had been available among the established results in the field 

of mathematics (Probability Theory). 

In this paper the order statistics of the ptices of the underlying asset are used for the 
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state variables : the i-th order statistic is the i-th smallest of the n observed prices for the dis-

crete time representation as seen in Section 2, and a-Percentile point for a continuous price 

path for 0<a< I is the level of the price to which the price path stays below, for the 100 x a 

percent of the time during the option's contract period. The exact distribution of the a-

percentile point or equivalently the asymptotic (n-") distribution of the i-th order sta-

tistics are obtained here. However, the proofs are informal. Using these distributions, the 

pricing of options in a risk-neutral economic world is possible. It is indicated in Section 4 

but the calculation is not performed there. Before using the Preference-free pricing method, 

we wanted to check the hedgability of these options. We have checked the necessary re-

quirement for the hedgabi]ity except one point. We have not seen yet the independence 
of the conditional distribution of the whole-period a-Percentile on the present (conditioned) 

value of the cr-Percentile. This may be obtained by some more effort. 

Now we outline the present paper. In Section II, the notations and the definitions are 

given. In Section 111, the unconditional and the conditional distribution of the i-th order 

statistic of the prices of the underlying asset are obtained in the asymptotic manner. Their 

joint distributions with the price of the underlying asset at the maturity time are also 

sketched. This is the main body of the paper. In Section rv, the hedgability of the type 

of options treated in this paper is examined. 

We may call our options the a-Percentile options. They can be regarded as an extension 

or soothed version of maximum or minimum options since a-Percentile are in the middle 

rather than at the extremes, a-Percentiles may find a certain needs in the investment society 

since they may be more stable than the arithmetic average. 

II. Model and Defimtrons 

The underlying asset could be anything which satisfy the following price behavior. For 

simplicity, Iet it be a stock. We begin with discrete times and stock prices at these times 

rather than with continuous time setting. We will later on take the time intervals approach 

to zero in order to approximate the probability distribution of the order statistics. 

Let the time period for options be [O. T] and the stock be traded at times to, tl' ' ' " 

t~ where. 

0=t0<tl<t2< . . . <t*=T 
ti ~ ti-1 = Tln. 

Let St denote the stock price at time t. For simplicity, we wrrte S mstead of St,, I O l 

2, . . . , n. 

The Model. 

Assume that the behavior of the stock price follow the multiplicative stochastic process: 

for i=1, 2, . . . , n-1. 

Si+1=St ' exp {Xt+1} 

=So ~ exp{Xl+Xz+ ' ' ' +X,+1} 
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where X1' ' ' " X* are independent random variables and are identically distributed with 

a continuous distribution function F. F is not necessarily normal. We assume that for 

i=1, 2, . . . , n-1. 

E[Xt]=(T/n) ' Fe;~p* 

Var[Xs]=(T/n) ' (r2lt(1~2 

where p and c2 are constants. 

Order Statistics. 

We denote. by S(i], the i-th smallest value in the set {S1' S2, ' ' ' , S*} ; 

S(1)<S(2]< . . . <S("). 

We exclude So from the set for simplicity. S(t, rs called the i-th order statistic of {S1' ' ' " 

S~ } 

For i=1, 2, . . . , n, Iet 

Yt=X1+X2+ ' ' ' +X$ 

and Y(t] be the i-th order statistic of {Y1' Y2, ' ' ' , Y^} . Note that for i=i, 2, . . . , n, we 

have 

S(t) ~ exp { Y(i]} 

since Si=So ' exp {Yi} and the transformation y-exp {y} does not change the order of mag-

nitude : that is Si<Sj if and only if Yi< Yj. 

Option Contract. 

(a) For any i. S(i) can be used as an underlying state variable.･ A new deposit may 
be an European option whose pay-off at the maturity date is S((). The price of this option 

at time to is the amount deposited at the beginning of the period and S(t) rs the amount of 

return at the end of the period. A call (put) option can be defined in an ordinary manner 

by setting its pay-off as max {S(i) -K,O} (max {K- S(i),O}). 

(b) For any i. S(i] can be used as an uncertain exercise price of ordinary call or put 

options. The pay-off of the call and put options will be max {ST - S(i),O} , and max {S(i] -

ST,O} respectively. 

III. Asymptotic Distributions of Order Statistics 

Unconditional Distr[bution of Order Statistics. 

We define a step function G~( ･ ) for {Yl' ' " . Y.} as follows. For an arbitrary real 
number y, define 
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G~(y)=(1/n) ' ~ I{Yi<y} , 

i=1 

where I { ･ } is the indicator function such that 

I{Y~; yl I if Y~y = {O otherwise. 

Note that G~( ' ) is different from the ordinary empirical distribution function since 

the Y4" are not independent at all. 

We first give an asymptotic distribution of G*( ' ). 

Lemma 1. 
. For an arbitrary, fixed real number y, the distribution of G*(y) converges to the dis-

tribution of 

J:I{W(t)~;(y-t . p ' T)1((r ' T1/2)1 dt 

as nH'co, where W(t) is a standard Wiener process, 

Proof . 

When i/n converges to te(0,1) as n-~co, it is known that the sum of the standardized 

X/' converges in distribution to a standard Wiener process W(t). Therefore we have, as 

n-'co 

G.(y)= I . ~I{Yt~y} 

n i=1 
1 Y I ;1 ~ y-i.p~ =_. n { i-･･ _ ~I 

c 

1 nl/2 X p^ ~ (T ' Tl/2 } 1 y - (i/n) ' p ' T ~
 

~I 
c n i=1 j=1 J

 
rll{W(t)~ y-t.p'T dt 

.(in distribution) Jo o'Tll2 

(We denote this limit by G(y:p,er)). I 
We owe, for the validity of this convergence, to the argument shown in Shorack-

Wellner [8] pp. 59-62. 
Now we show the asymptotic distribution of order statistics Y(i) and S(t)' 

Theorem 1. 
Let i/n converge to t e (0,1) as n-'oo. For an arbitrary, fixed real number y, we have, 

as n~> co, _ . 
P{~t'] ~; y} --' P {t;~ G(y: p, c)} 
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and for an arbitrary, fixed positive real number x, we also have, as n-~ co 

P {S,i) <= x} -' P {t;~ G(log (x/So) : p, o). 

Proof . 

Let G*-1( . ) be defined by 

G*-1(t) =inf { y : G*( y) ~ t} . 

Then, we have, as n-~oo, by lemma 1 

19 

J_ ' (
 
n ) l

 P{Y(')<=y}=plG n+1 ;~y 

=P {i/n ;~ G~(y)} -~ P {t ;~ G(y: p, o)} . 

Similarly, we have as nH'co 

p {S(,) ;~x} =P{So ' exp {Y(t)} ~x} 

= P { Y(i) ;~ log (x/So)} 

=P {i/n ;~ G*(log (x/So))} ~~ P {t ;~ GOog (xlSo) : p, c)} . I 

Thelexplicit form of the distribution function of G(y : p, a) is given in the following the-

orems. As for the special case where p=0 and c=1, we introduce a new notatiqn. 

Define for any real number y, 

G*(y)~G(y ' Tl/2: O, 1) 

=J:I{W(t)~;y] dt . 

Theorem 2. 

For - co <y< oo and 0<x< l, we have 

J {J x 1-a P{G*(y)~x} = P I{W(t)~o}dt;~x-slJhv*(s)ds 

' 2 x-t l/2 ' (( _ ) ).hy*(t)dt 
=J ･ -l sm OIT It 

where 

y
 h *(t)= (2lrt3)1/2 'e~ 2t , for 0<t<co . 

Proof . 

By definition, we see that O ~~ G*(y) ;~ I . 

We prove the statement for y~O. The proof for y~O can be obtained by using 
the following relation. 
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P{G (y)~x} PJIJ I{ W(t)~-y}dt~x} 

p JIJ I{W(t);~ -y} dt ~x} 

pJIJ [1 I{W(t);~-y}]dt~x} 

= P {G*(y) ;~ 1 - x} 

=1 - P {G*(- y) ~ I -x} . 

Let Tv*, for y<0, be the first time for the process W(t) to hit y, i,e. 

T1'*=inf{t: W(t);~y} . 

The density function h2!*(t) of the distribution of cv* is given by 

y y' h (t)= (21lt3)l/2 e'~T, for 0<t<co . 

(See for example, Shorack and Weller [8], p. 33) 

Then 

P {G*(y) =< x} 

pJIJ I{W(t)~yl dt~x} 

v=} =PJIJol{W(t)~;y}dt~x, and T *<x 

(because the inclusive relation of the events holds : 

{JI I{W(t);~y}dt~~xlJc {T *;~x} .) 

= Jo P{ Jf ol { W(t) ~~ y} dt ~ xl 1:v* =s} ' hv*(s)ds 

p ~ I{W(t)~o}dt+s~xlJ 'h *(s)ds {' {J - - v o :s 

(because the process W(t) reaches y for the first time at time s, and then the behavior 

of W(t) afterward is the same as that of W( ' ) restarting from that point, and we check 

if it is below zero.) 

x-s 1!2 = ' -1(( J 2 ) ).h2'*(s)ds, l sin 
1 -s oll 

(This is the Arc Sine Law. See Billingsley or Shorack & Wellner [8] p. 34, for example.) 

Let W(t)=p ' T ' t+c 1/T. W(t), for O~t< co, and define, for y>0. 
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tv =inf{t: W(t)~ y} . 

The density hv(t) of the distribution of T3' is given by 

r (y-pt)2 1 for t>0 y
 hv(t) = a(27tt3)1/2 exp L~ 2(12t J ' 

(See, for example. Karlin and Taylor [5] p. 363.) 

Theorem 2'. 

For - co <y< co and 0<x< 1, we have 

P {G(y: p, 6) ~x} 

J p I{~V(t) ~O} dt;~x-slJhv(s)ds = {J ' 1-8 
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Pro of . 

The proof is exactly the same as that for Theorem 2 when VV( ･ ) is replaced by W( ' ). 

P {G(y: p, a) ;~ x} 

PflJ[ I{W(t)~y}dt and tl'~~x} 

=J: Pll jf o I {W(t) ~ yJ dt ~xl T s flh (s)ds 

-J' {J ~o Is p o~ I{W~(t)~O}dt~~x-slJhv(s)ds. I 

Various forms of pay-off's can be defined, based on the orderst atistics. In evaluating 

options with these pay-offs, we need to know the joint distribution of the random variables 

used in the pay-off functions. 

Here we deal with the joint distribution of S~ and S(i, which is a simplest case of this 

kind and was described in the Section 2. 

Let a and b be arbitrary, fixed positive real numbers. Then 

P{S(f)~a. S*;~b} 

=P{Y(,) ;~10g (alSo)' Y~ ~log (b/So)} 

tog(bl'o) = J_ P {Y(t) ~ log (alSo) I Y~ =yJ fY~(y)dy 

= 

where fY*( ･ ) is the density function of the distribution of the random variable Y~ which 
is asymptotically normal. 

The probability in the integrand can be obtained in the following way. Define a con-

ditional empirical distribution function ; 

l n 
G (xlY y)= n i~:ll[Yt;~xlY~=y] 
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Then this converges, as n~'co, in distribution to 

x-t.y dt - } . J: I Jl W(t) - t W(1) ~ 

aT11B 

(Denote this by G(xly).) 

To see this, we just rewrite the definition; 

G.(xl Y. = y) 

= ~ IJYi- (Y7~-y)~xly 
i=1 l 

JL~ Ifl Yf ci'P _ ;~ x-i'P i
 " ~ n) 't 1 ' l Y n np ~ n i=1 n n

 
(rn a

 

. ( ,~ - ~ I - Xj-P" ~ ( n ~ 1
 

l
 ~

 V
 n j=1 n j=1 c 

i
 x y ;~ ~n Yn=y a 

--~ IJIW(t)-t'W(1);~ 1 x - t ' y in distribution ' dt 
onTllz ' 

1 Y~=y} 

)
 

[November 

Then 

P {Y(i] ~~ log (alSo) I Y* =y} 

= { i _ Jl o "=} P n+1 ~G(10g(a/S)lY y 

-~ P {a ;~ G(log (alSo) I y)} 

where I -(re:(O 1), as n-co . 

n+1 ' 
Thus, we have 

S ~b)--~ tog (bls*) p {a;~G(log (alSo) Iy)} ' fY*(y)dy . 

･ J P(Stt] ;~ a, _ 
-" 

Conditional Distribution of Order Statistics. 

After the look-back option is issued, the stock prices will incur one after another as time 

passes by. On the middle way to the maturity of the option's period, the conditional distri-

bution of the order statistic S(t] at the time of the maturity, given the stock prices S1 =sl' ' ' " 

Sh =sh, is required for evaluation of the value of the option at the time t =tk. We will briefly 

derive this conditional distribution here. 

. . . , Ss=sh be the realized stock prices by the time t=th. Then we de-Let Sl=sl' 
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note the realized Y~ by Y1 =yl' ' ' " Yk =yk. Define the conditional emprrlcal distributron 

in a similar way as follows. 

1 ~ I{yf~y}+ ~ I{Yi~;y}] = [k G (y I yl' yk) n + 1 
, i=k+1 i=1 

Note that given Y1=yl" ' ' ' Y y we have Y y +Xk+1+ +X for l>k 
Let's write 

1 k G~,k(y) = ~ I{yi~ y} k+1 i=1 

and 

1 1 n-k ~'~'_ ~ I{Yt<=y}= G.h(y)= n-k+1 n-k+1 ~ I{Y!~;y-yh} 
i=k+1 j=1 

Y/ Y,-yk, andj=i-k, for i=k+1, . . . , 

Then 

G (y yl' ' ' " yh)=p~.g~ k(y)+(1 p ) G* h(y) 

where 

k
 P*= n+1' " 

Assume that 

l -~ ae(O 1) 

n+1 ' 
n~1 ~~ Pe(O.'1) 

g*,h(y) -~ g;(y) for each fixed y , 

as nH, oo. 
Then, G*,h(y) converges in distribution to Gp(y -yp) where yp is the limit of yb, as n- oo , 

which has the same distribution as G(y -y; : p, a). Now we will briefly sketch the conditional 

distribution of Y(t) and S(t). 

Theorem 3. 
Under the assumptions mentioned in the above, we have, as nH' oo 

P{Y(f);~ylY1=yl' ' ' " Y y}--~P{a P g(y)<(1 p) GF(y-y;)} 

an d 
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　　　ア｛∫ω≦X181＝∫1，．．．，8此＝3庇｝

［Novcmber

一・／α一1・・1（1・・（青））・（1－1）・・1（1・・（青）一11）／

Pmo工
Deine　as　before，for　anμ∈（0，1）

G・一’（llγ。，・．．，γ正）＝i・flγ：G刑（ル。，．．．，ル）≧ll

Then　for　any　fixed　real　numberγ，as〃→oo

　ア｛η旬≦γ1γ1＝γ1，．．．，孔＝ル｝

一巾一・（”羊1ん・・ル）・γ／

一ア／”÷1・舳一ル）／

一・／”÷1一伽伽（γ）・（1一伽）・ら刈

　　　一→1〕1α一β・9β（γ）≦（1一β）・Gρ（片γβ）1．

The　second　statement　is　obvious　since

・1・㈹・伽・…・軌一1止1一中1・1・・（青） 巧一γハ…・γ1一γl／・・

　　The　con血tional（9iven巧＝γ・，・・1，乃ニル）joint　distribution　of∫ωand8冊can　also

be　obtained　in　a　similar　way．

　　De丘ne　the　con砒tional　empirical　distribution，

　　　G冊（Xlγ1＝ハ，。。．，ムニル，γ兄＝γ）

一÷［差1・1〃・仙一γ1・ゴ主1・1γ1・・1γ一一刈・

Then，this　converges　asη→oo，in　distribu士ion，to

　　　β・9β（γ）十（1一β）・θβ（卜〃1γ）

since　it　can　be　rewritten　as　follows：

　　　G冊（X1巧≡γ1，．．．，γ花＝ル，γ冊＝γ）

　　　　　一伽伽（・）・（1一伽）・。一芸。1、主1・／γr÷（トγ）・刈トγ／

Note　that　Gβ（x＿ノβ■γ）has　the　same　distribution　as　G（兀＿γβ■γ）does．

　　Now　the　conditional　distribution　of∫｛｛〕，and8冊can1〕e　given　as　fol1ows＝
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P{S(i);~a. S*;~blYl=yl' ' ' " Yk = yk} 

=P{Y(,] ~log (a/So)' Yn~;log (b/So)1 Y1=yl' ' ' " Yh=yk} 

tog (blsQ) =J_ Yk = yk} f Yfe( y)dy P{Y(t] ~log (alSo) I Y~=y, Y1=yl' ' ' " 

" 
J = n+1 <G (log (a/S )1 Y y Y yl' " k=yk)}fYn(y)dy =- { I = ~ tog (blso) p . Y 

_ P {a ;~ p . gp(log (a/So)) + (1 - p) ' Gp(log (alSo) ~ yp I y) J fY~(y)dy 
'-~ 

" 
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IV. Hedgability and Option Pricing 

In this section we examine the hedgability of the options based on the order sta-

tistics. Once the hedgability is shown for these options, the pricing can be done in the 

risk-neutral economic world to give the correct price for the ordinary economic world. 

Though we have not completely shown their hedgability in this section, we will point out 

what is left to study. 

Let, for O < a < I , F.(x,p) be the approximated conditional distribution function of 

S(t) derived in Theorem 3, i.e. 

<(1 P) G (log( - )} F (x p) p{a-p g (log( = -. p )) ; 
Let f*(x, p) be its density function. 

In the risk-neutral economic world, the option price is given by taking the expectation 

of its pay-off at the maturity and multiplying the time discount factor. For example, for the 

option with the pay-off S(t), the approximated price at time tl; is 

E[Stt) IS1' ' ' " S grven] e '(T tk) 

J
:
 

= x.f*(x, fi)dx'e~'(T~tk) 

k
 ' ~ n+1 ' and n rs the total number of observed stock pnces which are where a- n+1 p 

used for determining the order statistics. 

To examine the hedgability, we introduce a continuous time version of the order sta-

tistics. Let m*(t), for t>0, and 0<cr< 1, be the number such that 

1 rt 
a= t Jol{u:S~~m (t)}du 

Call this the a-percentile for the continuous path S*, O < u < t. 

Similarly, Iet m*(To,T), for O;~ T0< T and 0<a< 1, be the number such that, 
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a= 
l TQI{u: S*~ m*(To' T)} du+ T I{u: S*~; m*(To' T)} du [
J
 

To 

rNovember 

provided that the path S~ up to the time To is given. Call m*(To. T) the conditional a-percen-

tile given S*, up to the time To' Note that m*(t) =m*(O,t). 

What we obtained in the section 111 were the probability distribution of m*(t) and 
m*(To,T), i.e. 

P {m.(T) ;~ x} = F.(x,O) 

P {m*(To.T) ;~x} = F*(x, p) 

where a~~ and tk~ To' n+1 'P-- n+1 

We follow the argument in Ingersall [4], pp. 376-379, for examination of the hedgability. 

The price of options based on the a-percentile of the continuous path is a function 

of the state variables ; st, m:(t.T) and t. 

To express the evolution of m*, we introduce some notations. . 

Let l(m,t)=J:I{u: S~;~m} du. Then l(m,t) is an increasing function of m. Let 

dl(m, t) denote the ratio of the amount of instantaneous increment of l(m, t ) to dm I
 

d~ ~*~ 
at the level m =m*. 

Then, the evaluations of St and m* are 

1
 (

 
t= ) dS p+ 2 a2 St'dt+c'St'dWt , 

dm:;= 
a 

a- 1 

dl (m,t) 

dm 

a 

,n-,,,,:l 

･ dt, for St <m*(t) , 

dl(m,t) 

dm m"ma 

'dt, for S >m (t) 

a 
ds dl(m't) l .. 
dt ' dm +1 

~=~ 

a-1 

. ds, 

･ ds, 

for St=m*(t) and dSt>0 

ds dl(m,t) 

dt dm 
,,e = ma~ 

-l 
for St=m*(t) and dSt<0. 
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Therefore the hedge is possible only when St ~m.(t). If we have ac =0 when S 

am 
m*(t), hedging is possible since the option's price dynamics are, 

1 a2c I a2c dc ac dSt+ 2 aSt2 ' dm. + 2 am.2 '(dm ) ac ac 
(dS)2+ am* ' dt+ aSt ' - at ' 

a2c 
+ am*.aSt '(dm )(dSt) , 

letting c denote the option price, 

As the original proof by Goldman et al. [3] goes, the independence of the probability dis-

tribution of m*(t,T) on the present value of m*(t), ifproved, will imply ac =0 However 

am * 

I have not been able to prove this yet. The examination of the conditional distribution 

of m*(t, T) may or may not imply this property when the exact functional form of the distri-

bution is obtained. Note that m*(t)=St ~~ So ' exp {y;} ' 
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